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Abstract
High-order harmonic generation (HHG) driven by beams carrying orbital angularmomentumhas
been recently demonstrated as a unique process to generate spatio-temporal coherent extreme
ultraviolet (XUV)/x-ray radiationwith attosecond helical structure.We explore the details of the
mapping of the driving vortex to its harmonic spectrum. In particular we show that the geometry of
the harmonic vortices is complex, arising from the superposition of the contribution from the short
and long quantumpaths responsible ofHHG. Transversal phase-matching and quantumpath
interferences provide an explanation of the dramatic changes in the XUV vortex structure generated at
different relative positions of the target respect to the laser beam focus. Finally, we showhow to take
advantage of transversal phase-matching to select helical attosecond beams generated from short or
long quantumpaths, exhibiting positive or negative temporal chirp respectively.
Photons are traditionally assumed to carry one unit of angularmomentum, the spin angularmomentum,
related to polarization.However it is now clear that photons can possess extra angularmomentum, the orbital
angularmomentum (OAM), related to their transversal spatial profile [1–3]. Helical phased beams, also called
optical vortices, with a transversal spiral-phase structure around the beamaxis have awell-definedOAM.These
singular beams have been commonly generated in the optical/IR regime and used in awide range of
applications, such as optical communication [4, 5], micromanipulation [6, 7], and phase-contrastmicroscopy
[8, 9], among others [10]. However, there is a clear interest to bring helical phased beams into the extreme
ultraviolet (XUV) and x-ray regime formicroscopy and spectroscopy applications [11–15].
Schemes for the generation of helical phased beams in theXUV/x-ray regime have been reported at large
facilities, such as synchrotrons and x-ray free-electron lasers [16–20]. It has been recently reported the
generation of XUVvortices from table-top sources, via high-order harmonic generation (HHG) [21]. HHG is an
extreme nonlinear process, customarily in an atomic gas-phasemedium interacting with an intense laser beam,
capable of producing coherent radiation at the XUV and soft x-ray spectral ranges [22]. The harmonic radiation
presents unique characteristics, the higher orders being emitted in the formof pulse trains at the attosecond
timescale [23, 24]. Harmonics withwell-definedOAM (OAM–HHG) can be generated using helical phase
beams as driving fields. Thefirst experiment ofOAM–HHG [21] reported harmonic vortices with topological
charge nearly equal to that of the fundamentalfield. This is counterintuitive in terms of the understanding of
HHG, inwhich the phase of the harmonics scales roughlywith the harmonic order [25]. In fact, those
experimental observations were attributed by the authors to nonlinear propagation effects and not to theOAM–
HHGgeneration process itself.We have recently predicted that inHHGwhere nonlinear propagation effects are
negligible, each harmonic is generatedwith a topological charge of qℓ (q being the harmonic order andℓ the
topological charge of the driving field) [26]. Shortly afterwards, this was experimentally proven byGariepy
et al [15].
HHG spectra result from the interplay between themicroscopic single-atom emission and themacroscopic
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the so-called three-stepmodel [27, 28]: an electron is tunnel-ionized by an intense laser; once in the continuum,
it is accelerated by the field and driven back to the parent ion; finally, upon recollision, it can recombine emitting
a high-frequency photon. The dynamics of the electron in the continuum can be described using classical
trajectories, fromwhich it is simple to associate a particular recombination energywith an initial (ionization)
time. Interestingly enough, every half cycle there are two different electron paths leading to the same
recombination energy, the so-called short and long trajectories. Short and long path contributions also emerge
from the quantum framework, within strong-field approximation (SFA) [29, 30]. The phase of the harmonic
emission depends on the particular path followed by the electron. The structure of the harmonic spectrummay
be intrincate, resulting from the interference of the emissions of the different paths. In addition, the time
ordering of the short (long) paths gives rise to a positive (negative) chirp in the temporal structure of the
associated attosecond pulses [31]. Finally, longer quantumpaths, evolving overmore than a laser cycle, give rise
to higher-order rescatterings [32, 33], introducing zeptosecondmodulations in the harmonic radiation driven
bymid-infrared pulses [34]. Interferences in theHHG from short and long paths have been experimentally
observed in standardHHGexperiments [35]. However, the contributions of the different quantumpaths on
OAM–HHGhave not been explored so far.
Macroscopically, the detected harmonic signal results from the coherent superposition of the emitted
light from each atom in the gas-phase medium. Phase-matching is essential to understand most of the
macroscopic features of HHG radiation, and to develop unique sources such as soft x-ray harmonics driven
by mid-infrared lasers [22]. Phase-matching has been extensively studied for Gaussian beams focused into
gas jets or gas cells [36–38] or transversal Bessel beams propagating in waveguides [39]. However, phase-
matching of high-order harmonics driven by helical phase profiles carrying OAM remains completely
unexplored.
In this workwe perform the analysis of quantumpath and phase-matching inOAM–HHG. By resorting to a
simplemodel combining quantum-path concepts fromSFA theorywith classical diffraction, we explore the role
of different quantum-path contributions on the phase-matching ofHHGvortices. In particular, we unravel the
dramatic changes in the structure of the harmonic vortices when changing the target positionwith respect to the
focus of the laser beam. Finally, we showhow to take advantage of transversal phase-matching to select helical
attosecond beams generated from short or long quantumpaths, and thus, exhibiting positive or negative
temporal chirp.
1.Quantum-pathOAMmodel
The physical scenario under study is sketched infigure 1. A pulsed vortex beam centered at 800 nm, a typical
wavelength used forHHG, is focused into an argon gas jet. The laser pulse is assumed to have a temporal
envelope t NTsin ,2 p( ) whereN= 16 cycles andT is the period (2.67 fs). The FWHMof the pulse is 15.4 fs. The
amplitude of thefield E0 is chosen to give a peak intensity of 1.4× 10
14 W cm−2 at the focus. The spatial structure
of the vortex beam is represented by amonochromatic Laguerre–Gaussian beampropagating in the z-direction,
withwavelength 0l (k 20 0p l= ), expressed as LG r z k, , ; ep k z, 0 i 0f( )ℓ where
Figure 1. Light–Matter interaction scheme ofHHGdriven byOAMbeams. An infrared fs vortex beam carryingOAMwith 1,=ℓ is
focused into an argon jet. The highly nonlinear laser–matter interaction results in the generation of an helical attosecond beamof
higher energy (XUVor even x-ray).
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The indices 0, 1, 2,=   ¼ℓ and p 0, 1, 2,= ¼correspond to the topological charge and the number of
nonaxial radial nodes of themode, respectively.
We consider a laser pulse with awell-definedOAMof 1.=ℓ The beamwaist is w 300 = μmand, therefore,
the Rayleigh range is z 3.5 mm.0 = The detector is assumed to be far enough from the interaction area in order
to complywith the far-field condition. In this work, we shall consider two targets: (i) a gasmedium consisting of
a thin layer (1 μmthick) placed perpendicularly to the pulse propagation axis, with homogeneous density of 1017
atoms cm−3; (ii) amore realistic three-dimensional gas jet directed along the x-axis, andmodeled by aGaussian
distribution along the y and zdimensions (whose FWHM is 500 μm), and a constant profile along its axial
dimension, x, with a peak density of 1017 atoms cm−3.
We have developed a simplemodel to gain insight on the physical origin of the structure of the XUVvortices
generated viaHHG.Our quantum-pathOAMmodel assumes that all the radiation has been emitted from an
infinitely thin gas layer, placed perpendicularly to the propagation axis of the fundamental beam. This
approximation neglects the longitudinal phase-matching effects and allows us to focus the discussion on the
transversal phase-matching [40], that becomes relevant due to the unique transversal structure of beams
carryingOAM.The complex beamprofile of the fundamental field in the thin layer, at a propagation position zt,
can bewritten as
A U r zr , e , 3r zt i , , t= fF( ) ( )( ) ( )
where r z, , tfF( ) contains the phase terms in the exponential of equation (1), whereas the amplitude terms are
grouped inU r z, .t( )
Weconsider, therefore, the thin layer as a planar source of high-order harmonics, whose intensity profiles at
the layer are related to that of the fundamentalfield. In the perturbative regime the amplitude of the generated
radiation is proportional to the power of the fundamental beam amplitude, A ,qµ where q is the order of the
emitted harmonic. However, sinceHHG is highly non-perturbative, the amplitude of the generated field scales
with a lower powerAp [25], where p is approximately constant for the harmonics with similar intensity, those
located at the spectral plateau. In our casewe use p 3.4,= whichwas obtained by calculating theHHG spectrum
in the SFA+ [41] at different intensities. Then, the amplitude of the qth-order harmonic,U r z, ,q t( ) can be
written as the superposition of the contributions from the long (L) and short (S) quantumpaths
U r z
C
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beingC a constant and τ the time related to the quantumpath [42], affecting the efficiency ofHHGdue to the
quantumdiffusion of the electronic wavepacket.
On the other hand, the phase of the harmonics is composed of the phase of the driving field times the
harmonic order (q), and of the intrinsic phase of theHHGprocess, which is proportional to the intensity of the
fundamentalfield [29, 35, 38, 43]. Therefore, the harmonic field at the target can bewritten as the superposition
of the two contributions:
A U r zr , e e , 6q q
q r z I r zS S
t
i , , i ,qt
S
t= f aF( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
A U r zr , e e . 7q q
q r z I r zL L
t
i , , i ,qt
L
t= f aF( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( ) ( )
Oncewe have the description of the qth-harmonicfield at the layer, we use Fraunhofer diffraction theory to
calculate the farfield at the detector. For a detector located at the position y z0, , ,( ) the qth-harmonic field along
the y-axis is given by
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whereβ is a very small angle given by y zb » and r , q¢ ¢( ) represent the polar coordinates in the thin layer. ql is
thewavelength of the qth-harmonic related to the fundamental wavelength as q,q 0l l= and then
k qk2 .q q 0p l= = Now, using (6) or (7), we obtain
A z
C
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where j can be S or L to represent the short and long trajectory contribution, respectively. By considering the
phase part of the fundamental Laguerre–Gaussian beam, equation (1), and performing the integral over the
angular coordinate, wefinally obtain a compact formula that includes the dependence both on the fundamental
OAM (ℓ) and on the quantumpath contribution j( ),
A z
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We should comment that the strong-field parameters q
ja( ) are found from the action of classical trajectories
with recollision energies leading to the considered harmonic [38], for the 19th-order harmonic
2.76 10 cm W19
S 14 2 1a = ´ - - and 2.22 10 cm W19
L 13 2 1a = ´ - - .
2.Quantumpath contributions toOAMHHG
Harmonic phase-matching conditions are known to depend strongly on the position of the target with respect to
the focus of the driving field [38]. In particular, in standardHHGexperiments withGaussian beams, short
quantumpaths remain as the only contributions toHHG if the gas target is placed after the focus position.On
the other hand, if the target is placed before the focus, short quantumpaths dominate for low divergence angles,
while long ones dominate at larger angles [36, 37]. In this sectionwe analyze the effect of the target position in
HHGbyhelical-phase beams carryingOAM.
We start analyzing theHHG spectrumby using a 3Dquantummodel [44], including harmonic propagation.
Ourmodel calculates the coherent emission of every radiator in the gasmedium and sum them coherently at the
detector. The coherent emission of every atom is calculated in the quantum framework of the SFA+
approximation, an extension of the standard strong field approachwith good quantitative accuracy [41].
Propagation effects of the fundamental field, including plasma and neutral dispersion as well as time-dependent
group velocity walk-off [45], are all taken into account. The absorption of the harmonics in the gas ismodeled
using Beer’s law. Themethod has been successfully used for describing regularHHGwith near- andmid-IR
lasers, in good agreementwith experiments wheremacroscopic phase-matching plays a relevant role
[22, 40, 46]. Thismethod is ideal to compute high-order harmonic propagation in non-symmetric geometries,
and therefore it is specially suited for computingHHGdriven by beams carryingOAM [26].
Figure 2(a) shows the angular (β) dependence of the 19th harmonic yield, calculated by the 3Dquantum
model. Here, we consider the gasmedium to be a thin layer of 1 μmplaced at different positionswith respect to
the focus of the beam, (i.e. different zt), where z 0t < (z 0t > ) stands for a layer placed before (after) the focus
position. For this type of target, with thickness smaller than the coherent length, the longitudinal phase-
matching contributions are irrelevant.We observe that the divergence of themain emission significantly
changes with respect to the layer position.Moreover, at large angles we also observe aweakerwriggle structure
along the angular direction that dominates when the layer is after the focus position (at zt> 0). Note that the
horizontal axis can be interpreted as the radial axis of the emittedOAMring.
Infigures 2(b)–(d)we use our quantum-pathOAMmodel in order to get a qualitatively explanation of the
the features observed infigure 2(a).We integrate equation (10)with the same beamparameters used in
figure 2(a) andwe obtain figures 2(b) and (c) for short and long quantumpath contributions, respectively,
whereas infigure 2(d)we show the coherent addition of both contributions. Note that, in the later plot, we
obtain an emission pattern that is very similar to the one calculated by the 3Dquantummodel infigure 2(a). This
demonstrates that the quantum-pathOAMmodel gives a qualitatively good description of theHHGprocess.
Therefore, we can usefigures 2(b) and (c) to track back themain features offigures 2(a) and relate them to the
different quantumpaths.
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Wenote that the emission dependence on the layer position is completely different for short and long
quantumpaths, and the overall emission is dominated by the short quantumpath contribution.We can identify
two different regimes, depending on the layer position respect to the focus. First, when the layer is placed before
the focus (zt< 0, long quantumpaths are emittedwith smaller divergence angle than the short ones. In fact,
starting around zt=−2 mm, in bothfigures 2(a) and (d)we can identify twowell separated contributions, with
similar weight, from long quantumpaths at smaller angles and from short at higher angles. Second, when the
layer is placed after the focus (zt> 0), the short quantumpath contributions dominate at smaller divergence
angles, while the long ones generate a wriggle structure at large divergence angles.
In order to confirm that the qualitative picture given by the quantum-pathOAMmodel is correct, and it is
actuallymeaning the separation of short and long quantumpaths in the angular dependence as we have
discussed above, we perform a time–frequency analysis (TFA) based on the 3Dquantum simulations. The 3D
quantummodel gives a full quantumdescription of the emitted radiation inHHG, but it does not provide an
insight of the semiclassical picture of quantum trajectories. TFA can resolve the temporal order inwhich
harmonics are being emitted. Short (long) quantumpaths give rise to a positive (negative) chirp in the harmonic
emission [31], and as a consequence, short (long) quantumpathswill present a structure in the TFAwith positive
(negative) slope.
Infigures 3(a) and (b)we show theTFA for two positions of the gas layer, 2 mmbefore and after the focus
respectively, accordingly to the two regimes identified in figure 2. By looking at the harmonics located in the
plateau region of the spectrum, between q= 17 and q= 23, the angle of the emitted radiation is smaller before
focus (zt=−2 mm) than after focus (zt= 2 mm), in agreementwithfigure 2. For the case of the layer located
before focus, we perform the TFA at 3.5mrad (a1), and 6.2mrad (a2). The TFA structures with negative and
positive slope identify the contributions of long and short trajectories, respectively. Note thatwithin each half-
cycle, the long quantumpath structures in (a1) are delayed in timewith respect to the short ones in (a2), as
expected from the semiclassicalHHG theory [47].
Figure 3(b) shows the TFA for a target placed 2 mmafter the focus, at three divergence angles 6.2mrad (b1),
7.9mrad (b2), and 8.8mrad (b3). These angles are depicted in the left panel offigure 3(b), and correspond to
three separated harmonic rings.We note that, in accordance with the quantum-pathOAMmodel results of
figure 2, (b1) is dominated by short quantumpath contributions, whereas (b3) by long ones. Interestingly, the
annular structure conformed around 7.9mrad (b2) presents contributions fromboth short and long quantum
paths, in agreement to the observation offigures 2(b)–(d).
3. Results for a 3D target
In the previous sectionwe have shown that themain features of the angularHHGemission profile can be
understood in terms of a simple quantum-pathOAMmodel. However, themodel and previous computations
only account for transversal phase-matching by considering a thin gas layer. In a realisticHHGexperiment the
gas jet is a 3D object, and longitudinal phase-matchingmust be taken into account. To evaluate this later effect,
we consider a 3D argon gas jet, with a thickness of 500μmFWHMalong the longitudinal direction (see section 1
Figure 2. Layer position dependence. Angular dependence of the emitted 19th harmonic as a function of the layer position, zt. Panel
(a) shows the result obtained from the full 3D quantummodel. Panels (b)–(d) are obtained from the quantumpathOAMmodel, for
the same parameters used in (a), for the short quantumpaths, the long ones and the coherent addition of both of them, respectively.
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formore details about the jet profile), andwe use our 3Dquantummodel to calculate themacroscopic far-field
HHG signal.
Infigure 4we show the transversal structure of the 19th harmonic at the detector when the gas jet is placed
2 mmbefore (a) and after (b) the focus position.We present both the angular profiles of the intensity and the
phase of the harmonic radiation. The intensity distribution of both cases shows the characteristic annular
structure of a beam carryingOAM. In the phase distributionwe observe that the high-order topological charge
of the 19th harmonic is 19,=ℓ as expected from the conservation ofOAM inHHG [15, 26].
When the gas jet is placed before the focus (a), two different rings are observed, whose TFA analysis is shown
in panels (a1) and (a2). In agreementwith the predictions from the quantum-pathOAMmodel, the inner ring
(a1) results from long quantumpaths, whereas the outer one (a2) from the short ones. Note that the angular
divergence of the rings is well reproduced in our thin target calculations of the previous sections.While the
topological charge is not affected by the quantumpath taken by the electronic wave packet, the relative phase of
the vortex rings reflect the fact that the different path contributions are delayed in time.On the other hand, when
the gas jet is located after the focus (b), a prominent ring, and two secondary ones are observed. The TFA analysis
also corroborate the results obtained from the quantum-pathOAMmodel, showing that themore intense inner
ring (b1) comes from short quantumpaths, whereas the outer ring (b3) from the long ones. Again, the
intermediate ring (b2) presents contributions fromboth short and long quantumpaths. As a result, we conclude
Figure 3.Time–frequency analysis (TFA) based on the 3Dquantummodel, for a thin target. The top panels show the results for the
case of a gas layer placed 2 mmbefore the beam focus, (a), while the bottompictures are the same but for the case of the gas layer placed
at 2 mmafter the beam focus (b). The left panels present the angular dependence of the harmonic radiationwhile the TFA of some
particular angles are shown on the right panels, showing the contribution of the short and long quantumpaths, depending on the
slope of the resulting structures.
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that longitudinal phase-matching does notmodify our previous conclusions, and thus the angular separation of
highly chargedHHGvortices fromdifferent quantumpaths is due to the transversal phase-matching. In
addition, this corroborates the adequacy of the quantum-pathOAMmodel developed in section 1.
4.Helical attosecond pulse trains and quantumpath selection
Wefinally present infigure 5 the temporal structure of the twoHHG spectra analyzed infigure 4, that
correspond to the 3D argon gas jet case. In analogy towhat was shown in [26], both cases present a helical
attosecond pulse train structure, i.e., an attosecond pulse train delayed along the azimuthal coordinate according
to the phase variation of the fundamental OAMbeam.Note that the helical beam structure is a result of the
addition of harmonic vortices with different topological charges [48].We can observe different helical pulse
trains (which for convenience they are plotted in different colors) associated to the path contributions described
in the previous section. In addition, four transversal snapshots are shown at different time stepswithin a
half-cycle.When the gas jet is placed before the focus (figure 5(a)), two helical attosecond pulse trains are
emitted: the inner one (a1, green) generated by long quantumpaths, and the outer one (a2, pink), by short
quantumpaths.With the help of the attosecond pulse trains at azimuthal angle equal to zero plotted in (a1) and
(a2), we observe that the long quantumpath attosecond pulse train is delayed in time, as expected from theHHG
theory. This can be also confirmed in the transversal snapshots, where the long (inner) and short (outer)
contributions appear at different positions at the same time.
Analogous, when the gas jet is placed after the focus position (figure 5(b))we can select three different helical
attosecond pulse trains from short (a1, pink), short and long (a2, yellow) and long (a3, green) quantumpaths. In
the transversal snapshots and in the attosecond pulse trains at azimuthal angle equal to zero, we can observe how
the helical structures are delayed in time accordingly to the nature of their quantumpath contribution.
Figure 4.OAM–HHG results for a 3D realistic target. On the left panels we show the far-field transversal intensity and phase structures
of the 19th harmonic when the gas jet is placed 2 mmbefore (a) and after (b) the focus position. The phase profiles show that the 19th
harmonic is emittedwith topological charge of 19,=ℓ whereas the relative phase of the vortex rings reflect the fact that different
quantumpath contributions are delayed in time. On the right panels we show the TFA at different divergence angles, as reflected on
the left panels. Different quantumpath contributions are identifiedwith the positive or negative slope of the TFA structures.
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These results confirm that short and long quantumpath contributions can be spatio-temporally selected in
the generation of highly chargedXUVvortices byHHG. In addition, helical attosecond pulse trains are emitted,
with different time delays, and different chirp, being positive for the short quantumpath contributions and
negative for the short ones. Thus, our results show the possibility of generating helical attosecond pulse trains
with different spatio-temporal structures that could be selected depending on the application. These type of
helical beams, where not only the phase but also the intensity profile have an helical structure, are beams able to
exchangeOAM in situationswhere standard Laguerre–Gauss beams cannot, opening an entire new light–matter
interaction regime, [48].
Experimentalmethods to produce driving fields withwell-definedOAMcan be imperfect. Spiral-phase
plates or spatial lightmodulators are design for a specificwavelength and ultrashort pulsesmay generate beams
with fractionalOAM [49] at wavelengths within the pulse bandwidth. The pulses studied here are long enough to
neglect those imperfections. However, a further analysis of the phase-matching effects is needed in amore
realistic scenario when few-cycle pulses are considered.
5. Conclusion
Wehave performed an analysis of the spatio-temporal structure of the XUVvortices generated by harmonic
conversion of a driving field carrying awell-definedOAM.A simplemodel based on SFA quantum-path
concepts combinedwith classical diffraction, reveals the fundamental role of transversal phase-matching in
conforming the complex diverging structure of themacroscopic emission. Themodel allows to disentangle the
contributions coming from the short and long quantumpaths.We show that the harmonic emission can be
Figure 5.Attosecond helical beam structures of the emitted harmonic radiation obtainedwith the 3Dquantummodel. Results
obtained from the 3Dquantummodel are shownwhen the gas jet is placed 2 mmbefore (a), and 2 mmafter (b) the beam focus. The
top panels show the spatio-temporal structure of theXUV emission, exhibiting different helical attosecond beam structures, resulting
from short (pink), long (green) or short and long (yellow) quantumpaths. In themiddle panels we represent four snapshots of the
transversal intensity structure at times equal to 0, 0.17, 0.34 and 0.5 times the laser period, starting from the center of the IR pulse. The
spatio-temporal delay between different quantumpath contributions can be observed. Finally, the bottompanels show the attosecond
pulse train structure for each contribution at an azimuthal angle equal to zero.
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modified by the relative position between the jet gas and the beam focus, in a completely different way toHHG
driven byGaussian beams (no-OAM). If the gas jet is placed before focus, the radiation coming from long
quantumpaths is emitted at a smaller divergence than that from the short ones. However, if the get is placed after
focus, short quantumpath contributions are emitted at a smaller divergence angle than long ones. Finally, we
have also shown that this divergence dependency is preserved for several harmonics in the plateau. By filtering
out the high-order harmonics in the plateau, different helical attosecond beams are emitted resulting from
contributions from short and long quantumpaths, and thus, with different spatio-temporal structure.We
support ourmodel with comparisonswith full quantum calculations in themost relevant situations, including
more realistic gas-jet targets.
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